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when, as in politics, an early lucky streak (say, three out of four) effectively
generates better odds for future tosses by creating a power base which can act as

6

a cushion .for errors th* would be fatal for politicians at earlier stages in
their careers. .
Indeed, in the literature on economic reform and democracy there is a good
deal of support for a focus upon political skills. Guillermo O'Donnell has

I

Political Skills

argued that if there is any hope of solving the prisoner's dilem~as that confound efforts to manage economic and political change simultaneously, 'it

Introducing Reform by Stealth'

probably lies in finding areas .. .in which skilled action {particularly by the
government} can lengthen the time horizons (and. consequently. the scope of
solidarities) ofcrucial actors.'2
Neither the political:incentives thrown up by economic reform nor the

ROB JENKINS

political institutions prevailing in India necessarily dictated the outcome of
Political skills are vital to effecting a sustainable reorientation of development

policy. But like the journalistic cliche 'political will', invoking the notion of
political skill comes dangerously close to constructing a residual category, a last
resort when substantive variables are insufficient to explain events. To argue for
political will as a contributing faeror in achieving any outcome is to risk entering

into

me realm of circular reasoning: actions which are deemed

[0

reveal skill on

the part of their practitioners can he verified as skilful onlywirh reference to the

outcome which the skill itself",as meant to explain. Thus, A occurred because B
is skilful; and we know that B is skilful because of the very fact tharA occurred.
To put this more concretdy, the same political gambit which succeeds for
one leader can fail miserably for another. The former's skill, according to
conventional standards. is the ability to judge when 'appropriate' circumstances
were in evidence. But in vinually every such instance, the specific circumstances
identified as decisive in influencing the timing of the gambit turn out to be

highly ambiguous. They could as easily have been interpreted to support a
l

different course of action. In short, the gambit was skilful because it was
successful. I!0t the other way around. Politicians considered skilful are those
who produce such outcomes with surprising frequency, though even this is
rarely subjected to verification. But is someone who calls a coin-toss correctly 75
out of 100 times skilful or lucky? This question acquires particular salience
.. Originally published as 'Political skills: introducing reform by stealth', in Rob
Jenkins, Democratic Politics and Economic Reform in India, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1999, pp. 172-207.

politically sustainable economic reform. They provided breathing space and
conducive conditions for governing elites seeking to outmanoeuvre entrenched
interests. But would-be reformers required distinct skills in order to exploit these
openings. We have seen many of these on display--especially the ability to
perform the complex utility calculations which are instrumental in the creation
and maintenance of political networks and, ultimately. in the,capacity to broker
the agreements which U:nderwrite policy change. But if we revisit the logic
which underpinned the arguments about incentives and institutions. it is
possible to see the need for a somewhat different, though complementary, type

ofskill.
One of the arguments was that. in responding to the uncenainties that arise
when policy change 'is initiated. governing elites are able to rely upon the
tendency of socio.-economicelites to operate according [0 established patterns of
interaction. Politicians were thus able to broker arrangements on this basis.

while, crucially, retaining the capacity to deviate &om the accepted norrnswhen
new incentives and constraints presented themselves. Accomplishing what in
game-theoretical terms amounts to a disguised 'defection' requires mastery of a

range ofpolitical skills, particularly those which democtacy tends to breed in its
practitioners. In particular, it depends upon a talent for obfuscation. the use of

intentional ambiguity, and the exploitation ofother politically expedient means
in the pursuit of constantly shi&ing policy objectives.
These tactics disrupt and complicate the utility-calculating capacity of
interest groups, which tends to disarm them. while the prospect of future
rounds of negotiation means that the result is rarely open revolt. It also needs to
be pointed out that interest groups themselves are not averse to misdirection

Ii
,,
,

I
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and the use of clandestine lobbying. One study of reform to the intellectual
property rights regime argued that the business association representing the
largest transnational pharmaceutical· companies operating in India 'has run a
stealthy, behind-the-scenes campaign to conven the opinions ofIndian policy
elites regarding patent reform.'3 This, it seems, was only fitting, given the
government's approach to bringing Indian patent law into conformity with its
treaty obligations, which one edicorial referred to as reform 'by stealth'. 4
The extent to which actually existing democracy appears to make the skilful
use ofsuch tactics essential caUS into question the validity of rather more naive
concepcions of democracy. LeSt this be mistaken for a teleological form of
reasoning, it is imponant to stress that democracy not only makes such skills

•
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The remainder of this ~hapter examines the use of these tactics. The first
section concerns the skill of governing elites at maintaining the appearance of
essential continuity with m,e past, while simultaneously undermining the basis
upon which previous institutions have operated. The second section focuses on
the inverse of the first: disguising continuity as change.

CLOAKING CHANGE IN THE GUISE OF CONTINUITY
One of the skills which reforming governments must possess is the capacity to

governing elites to use the openness ofthe political system to assess continuously

cloak change (which tends to cause anxiety among those privileged by the Status
quo) in the appearance of continuity. The need to find innovative ways of
accomplishing this considerable feat was emphasized by Robert Packenham in
his study of why reform became politically sustainable in Argentina under

the relative wottb of political backing from competing socio-economic groups.

Menem. His argument was that Menem 'combined continuity and change in

This, in turn, enables a better appreciation ofwhich to accommodate, which to

such a way that the symbols of continuity facilitated the changes rather than
hindered them."

necessary; it also makes their prevalence possible.' It does this, chiefly, by permitting

abandon, and which to leave in limbo. A studied ambiguity on policy, allowing
relatively low-costsubsequent revisions, is vital to this process.
Political skills are, however, important to any political system, democratic or
authoritarian. They are an adaptation to the prevailing political <::ontext. In
India, a premium has been placed on the ability to blur conflicts of interest

berween social groups. Often this has been accomplished by allocating 'hidden'
subsidies and holding out the promise of future rewards, particularly in the
form of government posts. During this period ofeconomic reform, however, the

tlexibilityofIndias political actors (including politicians and non-elected elites)
has proven extremely helpful in taking advantage of the institutions which the
speciftc nature ofIndian democracy puts at their disposal. Indeed, it is a skill that
has been honed through a prolonged exposure to an environment of fluid
competitive politics, in which cultivating new groups without necessarily abandoning long-time supponers is a common practice. This is not circular reasoning
of the 'political will' variety but an adaptation to an institutional constraint.
Attempting to divorce an analysis ofinstitutions from an examination of the
skills necessary to operate within them effectively-to say nothing of the skill
involved in their creation and rejuvenation-is in some ways as artificial as
distinctions between economic and political factors in the process of policy
reform. But this problem is inherent in the study of any system. Separating the
parts from the whole, or from each other, leads ultimately to distortions of

meaning. The hope is that the analytical value ofidenti/Ying the functional role
played by each patt ourweighs the danger of misrepresenting the whole.

There would seem to be ample precedent for achieving such a transformation

in India. According to Ashis Nandy,
the tradition in India is to alter the dominant cultun: from within, by showing dissent

to be a pan of orthodoxy or by reinterpreting orthodoxy in terms of the needs of
dissent: This is especially true of ideological deviations or innovations, the type of
challenge the society has repeatedly faced and become experienced at handling. 7
This is what India's reformers have tried to achieve since at least 1991, if not
longer. To the extent that economic reform was considered a non-issue in the

general election campaigns of both 1996 and 1998 (despite the B]P's swadeshi
rhetoric in the latter contest), they have for the time being succeeded.
While we are arguing that change can take place within a context which
appears to favour continuity, we are not arguing for the rhetorical or visionary
powers oflndia's politicians. Even sober World Bank economists can be seduced
by the notion of politicians creating a 'vision' which enables them effectively to

promote change. Other World Bank-funded research contains similar views. To
the extent that such studies recognize the importance ofcreative leadership and
the capacity to transcend transitory interest~group configurations, they correspond to much of what this thesis is arguing.. For instance, Leila Frischtak, a

World Bank consultant in the Private Sector Development Depattment, argues
that in some developing countries,
[dhe continual need to anticipate society, to generate new realities that ace not yet

\

I
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under the control or on the agenda of powerful interests, becomes rhe primary means
for not succumbing to the control of these interests, and for simultaneously resolving
disputes among them.
So far so good. Frischtak, however, extends this logic to claim that a government
possesses governance capacity 'only to the extent that it can achieve sufficient
auronomy from society by artkulating a vision of the future that is distinct
from, and goes beyond the diverse interests of this society.'8 We need not reject
the notion that providing a 'meta goal or meta idea'9 can be an important aspect
of governance in order to state that, in India, politicians have relied far less on
this positive form ofvision-creation than they have on the ritual intonation of
developmental shibboleths to conceal reform's radical implications and thereby
reassure rhose groups who may be threatened by them. This approach has the

advantage-fur Indian politicians as well as fur the plausibility of our argument
here--ofdemanding fur less impressive rhetorical skills. In fact, the fi:w attempts
ofIndia's reformers to project encompassing visions ofwhat liberalization means
have involved tired cliches that emphasize contin uity with the past. Narasimha
Rao's orations, for instance, often returned to Gandhian themes ofvillage selfreliance and their purported relevance to a market economy. 10 At other times
they stressed the compatibility of nationalism and entrepreneurship, as he did
on the occasion of the birth centenary of pioneering Indian industrialist G. D.
Birla. 1\ Most often, Narasimha Rao reaffirmed his commitment to social welfare.

As he stated in a speech at the London Guildhall: 'No multinational will build
a primary school in India, no foreign investor will set up a health centre. These
are jobs for the government. Let the multinationals handle the top sector, we
will manage the grassroots. This is the way forward as I see it.' 12
Attempts to reinterpret past doctrines, such as Manmohan Singh's repeated
claim that liberalization was simply an alternate means to the cherished goal of
self-reliance, or that freeing the market was the culmination, rather than the
abandonment. of Nehru's development vision, went largely ignored. 13 They
did not capture anyone's imagination. At most,mey may have served a limited
goal of reinforcing a default impression of'politics-almost-as-usual'. 14 Projecting
such an image is more useful than standard accounts of visionary leadership
allow. By lulling enemies of change into a false sense of security, obfuscatory
tactics playa large role in supporting this sort of rhetoric, which on its own
would serve litde purpose.
Even the altered dynamics between the central and state governments
illustrate the importance of both imperceptible change and the exploitation of
power differentials rather than the consensus-generating capacities for which
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democracy is usually praised. In so far as reformers in New Delhi were able to
rely upon state governments to perform many of the unpleasant tasks arising
&om adjustment. without openly acknowledging the coercive means by which
their services were enlisted, this represents a relatively untransparent method of
effecting sustainable policy reform. That triggering state government involvement in reform involved pitting states against one another, starving states of
resources, and providing new opportunities for patronage and profiteering at
the state level was, of course, never admitted. It was in many ways an opaque
and gradual process which only revealed its radical consequences much later.
Indeed, the political benefits accruing from the conflictual relationship
underlying this burden-transferring process even escaped the notice of S.
Guhan, the commentator who illustrated the importance of state-level political

arenas. Voicing the standard diagnosis offederalism's ills, Guhan pleaded fur the
tidy public-administration solutions of which good-government theorists are
enamoured:
the reforms cannot be approached in a dichotomous. segmenred manner with the
Centre playing its own narrowly conceived part, leaving rhe States to play theirs at
the pace and manner determined by each of them. Quite clearly, the reform process
will have to be conceived and pursued in a framework of coopuative federalism thar
takes into account the distribution not only of economic burdens and benefits
berWeen the two levels, but also of the polirical constraints. 15
Yes, it would be nice if various levels of government worked in a coordinated
fashion. But in reality politicians at different levels have different concerns and

different interests, and they often represent different parties, Unloading thankless
responsibilities on to others is pan of the time-honoured tactic of shifting blame.
An idealized notion of democracy should not blind us to its pervasiveness in the
process of promoting policy change in democratic India. The conjlictual nature
offederalism provided some of the tools with which accomplished buck-passers
in the central government were able to generate competition as a way of
furthering their preferred agenda.
An examination of government policy in three areas will illuminate the
existence and political function of this pattern of obfuscation. The first concerns
aspects of anti~poverty policy; the second deals with subsidized credit; and the
third involves policies relating to privatization and labour.

Economic Reform, Shell-Game Politics, and the Poor
Two examples from policy in the 'social sectors' are worth exploring. The first
relates to food subsidies. The Government of India's approach to the food
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subsidy bill, according to one observer, is 'as close to shell game politics as you
will find'. 16 The government has loudly trumpeted its steadfast refusal to

leading to a very large decline in consumption through the PDS. from 20.8
million connes in 1990 to 14 million connes in 1994. This is because PDS issue

other essential commodities are sold at subsidized prices to 'ration card' holders.
National leaders are able to portray this as a determined stand against attempts
to undermine India's sovereignty.17 It is held up as proof of their continued
commitment co India's poor and downtrodden. Government officials make

prices during that period rose even faster than the consumer price indices for the
groups most in need of subsidized foodgrains. 21

which grains are sold to 'ration card' holders in the Public Distribution System's

(PDS) 'fair-price shops'. While 'incteasing the level of budgetary support' for
the PDS. the government nevertheless made essential corn:modities more expensive for the poorest of the poor. 19 But that was not all. 'J'hrough a deft display of
political legerdemain. it transferred a substantial ponion of the subsidy from
consumers to farmers. This was deemed necessary to compensate for the
government's failure to take other measures demanded by fiumers. For instance,
it did not increase fertilizer subsidies in line with the previous trend or extend
the loan-waiver scheme initiated by the VP. Singh government. The result was
to change the way subsidies were delivered. It is significant that the government
did not increase its commitments through ovmsubsidies. Instead, it handed
out enormous increases in the form of 'price incentives' for farmers, while

recouping as much of this outlay as possible from those who rely on subsidized
foodgrains, namely, the poor. While maintaining the appearance ofcontinuity
(maintaining the food subsidy), the government effected a dramatic change

(massive increases in the prices atwhich consurnen; bought them through the PDS).
It would be a mistake to consider this' an isolated episode. 20 Moreover, the
downstream implications are important if we are to comprehend the ways in
which incentives, institutions, and skills can work together in support of
change. This is because the opaque nianner of bringing about a qualitative shift
in the food subsidy-increasing need, while reducing outlays as a percentage of
GOP-will influence the government's capacity to effect further reform in this
area. The policy feedback effect requires a supponive institutional climate in

I.

Ashok Gulati and Shashanka Bhide, two economists specializing in subsidy

ftequent mention of the fact'that the budgetary allocation for the food subsidy
has risen or remained constant in the years since liberalization began.
What this masks, however, is that this level of budgetary suppOrt for the food

been forced to pay fu higher prices. The fuct is that it would have requited even
higher increases in the level ofbudgerary support in order to stabilize the price at

177

order to produce results. It also relies upon the application of tactical skill. The
rise in the prices at which foodgrains are sold through the PDS-the 'issue
price'-shortened the distance between the 'subsidized' ~d market prices,

comply with World Bank recommendations that it drastically curtail the Public
Distribution System (PDS), through which rice, wheat, sugar, kerosene, and

subsidy has not been sufficient to offset the steep rise in government suppOrt
prices offered to cultivators ofwheat and rice. 18 As a result, poor COnsumers have

•

issues, have argued that this policy of retaining an administrative network of
subsidized fair price shops, while slowly removing incentives for people actually
to use them by bringing their prices closer to market levels. was a strategic way of
deferring open conflict on the issue. It was also, they argued, an extremely

.,

shrewd way of softening the introduction of a system berter targeted towards
the poor.
We cannot know whether this was, in fact, a 'calculated move', and any effort
to ascribe such strategic genius to Indian reformers should rightly be greeted
with suspicion. But the ability to respond skilfully to opportunities that arise
from previous decisions is arguably something that democratic politics engenders in its practitioners. Gulati and Bhid.e's further point was that if rises in POS
issue prices were a prelude to a focus on greater targeting. it would be 'better for
the government to come out openly with its policy and have the courage to
announce the withdrawal of the untargeted PDS. '22 This, of course, it did not
do. After roughly a five-year delay, during which many pro-poor activist groups

had been thrown on the defensive, the United Front coalition which succeeded
Narasimha Rao's government did continue the process ofPDS reform in the
way predicted by Gulati and Bhide's account: the concept of targeting became
further entrenched with the introduction of the Targeted PDS (TPDS).
Imploring reformers to avoid taking pa~s of lesser political resistance is a
favourite pastime of nco-liberal economists,23 though if anyone should know

that such pleas will fallon deaf ears, it should be neo-liberal economists
themselves. Theywould do betterto probe the additional political implications
of the central government's de facto retreat from food subsidies to the poor. One
reason why it was able to get away with such sins of omission is that it is state
governments, the first lin'e of political defence. who must face the irate public.
Electorates vent their fruStrations at the most a~ible level ofgovernment, not

necessarily the one most responsible for their problems. This may be unfair. but
so is the abuse hurled at ticker clerks when trains are late:: or cancelled. The laying
of blame is a political process, one that by no means follows strict rationality.

i
\1
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Faced with protests, and the futility of blaming New Delhi, many state
governments in India were, in effect, forced to substitute their own food
subsidies to offset what the central government had withdrawn. The most
notable example was the highly expensive Rs 2 per kg rice scheme in Andhra
Pradesh. which emerged as a result of a campaign promise during the 1994
assembly dections. In that case, not only was the newly installed non-Congress
state government forced to clean up the mess created by the central government's
PDS price increases. it was also blamed for its lack offiscal prudence when it had
done so. With a good deal of the responsibility firmly laid upon its shoulders.
honouring this commitment at the lowest possible cost by cutting corners
became a major preoccupation of the state government. Obfuscation at the
centre begat more obfuscation in the states.
Andhra Pradesh had the most expensive subsidy scheme, but others took
similar actions, and for similar reasons. In Karnataka. the Congress government
ofVeerappa Moily in 1994 reduced the prices at which PDS outlets in the state
sold rice and wheat. This cost the state's exchequer Rs 420 million. fu a
newspaper editorial noted:
The decision to reduce rhe end prices of grains also represents the additional
financial burden that the states are forced to carry on acCOUnt of the Centre's fiscal
stabilization programme. While the Centre raised issue prices to contain food
subsidies, Mr Moily reduced. it to ensure demand among the weaker sections.24

If we recognize that only somesta[es found it necessary to cushion the blow of
the central government's PDS price rises, it is possible to gain an even greater
perspective on the extent to which the politically unpalatable consequences of
underhanded tactics are masked by the veneer of continuity. Slowly emerging
in India is a system in which the states with the most assertive populations-not
necessarily the most deserving-take remedial action. In practice, the distribution ofpublic resources thus takes a politically more efficient form: it apportions
the price rises in accordance with regional, rather than national, thresholds
at which such hardships translate into widespreadi>olitical discontent. After all.
poorer grouJ?s are not as politically assertive in Rajasthan and Orissa as they are
in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. In this sense, it is valid to ask as Mick
Moore's study of the politics· of adjustment in Sri Lanka did, wh~ther one
unintended consequence ofhow liberalization has been implemented in India
has been to 'remedy an histotic "weakness" ofthe ... political system: the relatively
indiscriminate and inefficient distribution ofrelatively large volumes of material
patronage such that they purchase little lasting support for the party in power. '25
To whatever extent this has raken place, it has not been advertised.
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The second example ofshel1-game politics is the proliferation of employmentgeneration schemes. which have been among the major 'safety net' programmes
during the period of economic reform. The massive expansion of such schemes
was an attempt to enhance the government's pro-poor credentials (or at least
curtail their erosion), while still finding ways to benefit groups whose clout
might pose a serious threat to reform. This was possible because employmentgeneration programmes in India have been prone to leakages, benefiting individuals outside the official target groups.
The national schemes which have been so much more in evidence during
the reform period are modelled on Maharashtra's Employment Generation
Scheme (EGS), which continues as a separate programme. Both the EGS and
the narional Jawabar Rozgar Yojana ORy) guarantee-in theoty. and for the
most part in practice as wdl-daily wage employment to citizens willing
to contribute their labour. Because the work is physically demanding. and the
pay minimal. the EGS (and to a lesser extent the JRY) is widely considered
extremely well targeted at the poorest of the poor. But the nature of the
programme has encouraged. the formation of a considerably more broad-based
constituency to support its continuation, and indeed expansion. 26 The rationale
of both the EGS and JRY is not only to put people to work. but also to enhance
the value of rural public assets, such as roads and irrigation canals. But, in reality,
the work that is performed by poor labourers. paid from public funds. is often
used to upgrade fucilities used primarily by prosperous and middle-class landowners who otherwise despair ofhaving canals desilted or roads maintained. In
some cases, much of the ~rk carried out undertheEGS actually 'turns out to
be land improvements ... on land belonging to richer rural households'. 27 The
JRY, as it eVolved as a national programme administered by state and
local governments. followed a similar pattern. 28 Both the JRY and EGS also
provide opportunities for local politicians and bureaucrats to intervene in the
selection of works projects and the recruitment oflabourers. 29
If politically sustainable adjustment requires continued commitment to
poverty alleviation programmes-and ifsuch commitment is likely to arise only
when a solid constituency remains to support it-then the emergence of the
'targeted-yet-leaky'" JRY as a major plank ofthe Indian social safuy net must be
viewed as an important contributor to the political sustainability of economic
reform. It may not represent the most economically efficient allocation of
resources, or the most equitable means for helping the poor. 31 But given Indian
realities it is remarkably well adapted to the need for satisfying groups other than
the poor, as well as the need for a concealing mechanism to mask this fact.

I
I
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Shifting Priorities But Not Official Policy
The government's approach to the issue of 'priority-sector' lending also relied
upon tactical skill. Banking regulations stipulate that 40 per cent of financial
institutions' total outstanding credit must be allocated. to prioritysectorS, mainly

agriculture and small-scale trade and industry. Rather than taking a stand that
'directed credit programmes' lead [0 allocative inefficiencies, and then 'selling'
this reform by persuading farmers and small-scale industrialists that they will be
more than compensated by'other fiscal and regulatory refDrms,32 the government decided to proceed quiedy. Officials Df the finance, ag(icuiture, and
industry ministries loudly proclaimed at every opponunity their undying
commitment to priority-sector quotas and their determination nDt to cave in to

World Bank and IMF pressure on this issue.
Unofficially, banks were consistenrly permitted to fall short of the stipulated
targets-a phenomenon that the erring bank officer> themselves admit is largely
caused by liberalization. A general manager at the Bank of Baroda in charge of
priDrity-sector lending said: 'After the government kicked off its liberalization
drive, a lot of credit is being pumped into export fmance. So banks have been
finding it rather difficult to maintain the level of agricultural disbursements.'33

This was also pardy because the banking sector had been exposed to competitive
pressures. As another bank executive admitted, :At a time when we have to
worry about staying afloat, we are just not prepared to take such risky assets in

our books.''' In fact, 22 of the 28 nationalized banks fuiled to meet their targer>
in 1993." As ofMarch 1993, only 33 percent of gross bank credit was directed
36
to priority secto.rs, considerably less than the target of 40 per cent. No. action
was taken against the banks.
The Reserve Bank of India, the agency responsible for setting targets and
mo.nito.ri~g compliance, was aware that slippage on priority-sector lending
would take place. According to one official, this was tacitly permitted because

the banks had already been subjected to considerable shocks that year as a result
of new accounting procedures instituted to prepare Indian banking for a more
open-market economy.37 In order not to upset the banks too. greatly, it was
decided to allow them, temporarily, to reduce their commitment to 'directed
credit' . The calculation was that changes then being made [0 the definition of
'small-scale industry'-alIDwing larger firms to qualifY-would in future years
make it possible fDr banks to increase lending to this 'priDrity sector' . In other
words, a behind.. the-scenes comprQmise permitted one interest group (banks)
to withstand the costs of policy reform at the COSt of another (the small~scale
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sector), until such time as the latter could be redefined in ways that wDuld

privilege yet another group (slighdy larger firms). Through such means was rhe
charade of continuity main~ained.
In fact, several changes to the priority-sectDr guidelines were quietly introduced. New banks were exempted from priority-sector quotas for their first
three years in business. For the first time, a firm's export-orientation made it
e~igible for priority status, thereby increasing the size of the 'target' group for
directed credit and making it easier for hanks to meet their quotas. The rules
regarding which housing loans would qualify as priDrity-sector lending were

also relaxed. Previously, only housing loans ofRs 5000 or less made to member>
of scheduled castes or scheduled tribes counted under the priority-sector heading. The limir was raised to Rs 200000 per loan, and the restriction to scheduled
castes and tribes was withdrawn. 311 'Indirect lending' was also permitted to
count towards meeting the banks' quotas, meaning that loans to state electricity
boards for rural electrification projects,39 for instance, could be treated as
agriculturallDans, as could lending for high-tech agricultural activities such as
tissue culture and greenhouse-based floriculture. 40 Retail trading, usually considered less deserving than other sectors, increased its share of priority-sectDr

lending substantially between 1990 and 1994.'1 This was unsurprising, given
that the ceiling for qualification was hiked from Rs 25000 to Rs 200000." The
government permitted some cDmmercial banks to. dose loss-making branches,43
and private domestic and foreign banks were allowed to meet priority-sector
obligations by parking funds with the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural

Development (NABARD). Even with these crucial (unpublicized) concessions,
priority-sector lending as a percentage of net bank credit feU frDm 42.4 per cent

in 1990 to 35.3 per cent in 1994." The priorities changed-especially as banks .
began to focus their e£forI> on loans above Rs 200,000--but the official
commitment to. directed credit remained untouched. 45
This division was mirrored institutiDnaily in the RBI's bureaucracy: the

department of rural planning and credit would publicly prod the banks to
increase lending to. agriculture and the small-scale sector, while the department

of banking operations and development was ir>df encouraging the scaling back
of such lending practices. 46

Through the Back Door: Indirect Approaches to
State-owned Firms and Labour
The approach to reforming state-owned firms and the industrial relations
regime has rdied upon simil~ly indirea methods. Even some foreign observers
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have begun to recognize that the government has not only faced political
constraints but has also attempted to overcome them through rdativdy
unconfrontational tactics. As one put it:
It would be nice if privacizacion were speeded up; but the government is allowing
companies to compete against state-owned companies, and that's a back-door way of
doing it. China has followed a similar policy of ignoring some very tricky issues, and
cona=ntrated on ~tting private investment to increase. 47

In fact, compared to some of the other means the government has employed,
subjecting public-sector firms to competition is a relatively above-board approach.
Automobile manufacturer Maruti, for instance, has remained nominally a
government enterprise, though the Japanese firm Suzuki has slowly been
permitted to increase its joint~venture equity participation from 26 per cent, to
40 per cent, and then to a controlling 50.2 per cent. Former finance minister
Madhu Dandavate termed this 'back door' privatization, and considered it
consistent with the government's general policy of'double-faced liberalization'.
That he is right is less significant than the fact that protests such as his failed to
generate the political backlash that he and others clearly expected.48
Another example of the skill with which Indian politicians have practised

. reform by stealth .is the coal sector. The long history of trade-union militancy in
this sector has made governments particularly wary of taking decisive action.
Disruption in the supply of this vital input has the capacity to cause serious
economic disorder. The existence of powerful political patrons behind the
mo~opoly supplier, state-owned Coal India Limited (CIL), added an extra
measure of caution to the statements of reformers and political managers in
Narasimha Rao's circle. 49 Diverting coal supplies to clients willing to pay a
premium above the state price was over the years a lucrative source of illegal
income for politicians with connections at various levels of CIL's operational
hierarchy.50 During the first four years of reform, the result was a spate of
governme'nt denials that the coal sector would be thrown open to the private
sector.51 Even limited disinvestment ofCIl~
to raise resources was deemed
too sensitive to risk.
Nevertheless, a quiet start was made towards deregulation. It began with a

sh:res

bidding process that resulted in 20 private firms being shon-listed to set up coal
washeries. The most significant move, however, was the decision in 1994 to
allow firms investing in power generation, steel, 'and cement projects to establish

'captive' coal mines-a step which was the tesult ofintense lobbying by a group
of firms that ultimately included those bidding for the coal washery projects. 52
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Permission was to be granted only to those fitms which could justifY the need
for a captive supply on the basis of projected productivity gains from venical

integration. According to Pranab Bardhan, the process of'indirecr' liberalization
in ~e coal sector subsequently took other forms consistent with this logic. CIL
had ". monopoly furthet undermined when the Government ofIndia permitted
certain businesses to import coal if the supply from elL was 'erratic', which it
almost always was. This is another means of building a constituency for future
policy reform. 53
This type ofpolicy modification has three important implications. First, the
criteria in such ad hoc policies are notoriously imprecise, leading to decisions
being made on a discretionary basis. This allows a new source ofcorrupt income
to emerge. Second, becawe this happens at the same time as the old system of

CIL favouritism is still relatively inract, a period of overlapping patronage
defuses opposition from within the political and bureaucratic eliteYThird, and
most important, the overlap periodhdps to nurture an actual, concrete 'protoconstituency'-the firms with captive mines-capable of contributing to the
battle for more direct forms of reform at a later stage. It is a process which relies
on sys,tematic obfuscation about future intentions, if not outright deceit.
This state of affairs is also very significant for our understanding of why
traditional approaches to modelling the political economy ofeconomic reform
do not produce the expected results. Most models envision the substitution of
a constituency of 'winners' from reform for those groups who 'lose' in the
redistributive process. Yet this often--:..perhaps even in a majority of cases--does
not take place. To reiterate, the reason is that the winners are always potrotial
winners, most likely dispersed and poorly organized because of the extreme
uncertainty that they will actually reap the promised benefits. The costs to the

I
I

usually well-organized losers, on the other hand, appear very real indeed. When,
as in the case of the coal sector in India, the winners have been able to taste some
of the rewards, they are a more potent source of suppOrt to reformers, who
likewise are that much more inclined to believe that they can effect a relatively
coscless substitution of their support base. The potential losers, for their part, are
more likely to have been lulled into a false sense of complacency as a result of
their apparent ability to prevent the government from taking the most serious
steps towards reform.
The result of this strategy of 'back door reform', then, is to strengthen the
government's political position when the economic logic reaches its ultimate
conclusion and a decision on more substantial deregulation and privatization
becomes unavoidable. As the Economist Intelligence Unit put it: 'The question

'I
I
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must inevitably be raised soon as to why the nationalized company is needed at
all and why prices should be set administratively. '55 Allaying the apprehensions
of powerful figures about what the future might hold for the sectors in which
they have interests is not easy. An economist who has served on the boards of
several public-sector firms argued that it requires 'an approach reeking of
business as usual'. S6
It bears reminding that this capacity can rely substantially on tactics of
obfuscation. Even the sale ofshares in public-sector firms 'is akind of privatisation
by stealth.'S7 With most or'the attention focused at the national level, state
governments have seized the limited opportunities to take action. By early
1995, for instance, Orissa, Meghalaya and other states were 'quietly selling off
state electricity distributors and generators'.5 8 The communist-

controlled government ofWest Bengal also preferred 'to privatize quietly, often
through under-the-table deals'." The West Bengal State Electricity Board's
Kasba gas turbine, for instance, was effectively sold to the R.P. Goenka industrial group in the guise of aJeasing arrangement. In this and other instances,
chief minister Jyoti Basu haS used his personal popularirywith the electorate as
a lever with which to pressure the leaders of his party's affiliated trade union to
take a more 'pragmatic' approach to foreign investmem, privatization, and tax
reform. GO
Perhaps the best example of reform by stealth is in the atea of industrialrelations policy. State governments have been waging a guerrilla war on this
front, taking action in isolated incidents and sapping the power of unions to
resist encroachments upon their rights. This has taken place without alterations
to official policy. The central government can claim to have left India's labourrelations regime intact. Indeed, India still has some of the most pro-worker
labour laws in the world. Implementation is another matter.
Several means have been employed for bringing about the sort of flexible
labour environment that a market economy is deemed to require. Voluntary
retirement schemes (VRSs) have
among the most popular. The gOvernment
originally devised the VRS framework as an integrated programme for redeploying surpius labour, and one or two retraining centres.were op~ned WIth. great
fanfare. Companies opting for the VRS route are offiCIally requlfed to abide by
specified procedures, including extensive consultation with unions. These are
routinely ignored. By September 1996, 85,000 workers in state-owned fir~s
had been retrenched. through one or another VRS-therewere many more In
the private sector-but only 2,000 had been given retraining. The number
61
actually redeployed through the VRS machinery is anyone's guesS.

been
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The strong sense of complicity between government and employers has
contributed to an atmosphere in which trade unions perceive few options other
than to make massive con~ions. Even business leadeti recognize the change of
attitude. P.K Dutt, vice-president of the West Bengal Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, stated in 1994 that 'without a shade of doubt, the attitude of the
unions and politicians has turned around.'62 While the increasing willingness of
workers to Opt for VRSs is cited by industrialists as evidence that labour has
woken up to business realities, trade-union leaders argue that it is the 'uncenainty'
created by government betrayals that causes workers to lose hope and take what
they can get. 63 The point is that even a 'non-policy' can generate results by
creating an impression that unofficial continuity might be worse than official
change. 64 This is especially true in a climate in which unions have been
subjected to divide-and-rule tactics by both narional and state governments. 65
Moreover, the tendency for union leaders to be secretly in league with governments has led to divisions between rank-and-fIle members and their representatives. 66 Government decisions which discriminate arbitrarily among different
classes ofemployee have even served to sow discord amongworkers within firms
which have initiated a VRS. 67
Another way in which governments made progress on 'back door' labour
reform without having actually to reform labour legislation was by allowing
firms to substitute their regular employees with contract employees. As one
account put it, '[wlhen it became clear that there may be no legal Exit Policy,
contract employment ballooned'.68 While the law states that employers are
permitted to hire workers on a contract basis only in certain types of seasonal
jobs, governments have turned a blind eye to the abuse of this provision.69 The
contract labour approach is complemented by the corporate restructuring
techniques used by many firms to skitr labour laws." A study conducted by the
All-India Management Association found that the absence oflabour-matket
reform had not prevented firms from using restructuring as a way of closing
unviable production units. 71
With the assistance provided by cooperative state governments and trade
unions afFdiated to state-level ruling panies, companies have become skilled at
combining this array of indirect tactics. It is worth citing one such case [0
provide a taste of the possibilities that have been opened up by governments
which nevertheless refuse to take concrete action on labour-market reform.
Industrial giant Hindustan Lever Ltd. (HLL) decided to close down Indian
Perfumes Ltd. after acquiring the firm as part of a large corporate merger. Since
industrial-relations laws presented an obstacle, it was decided that taking action
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on the grounds of health, safety, and environmental problems at the plant
would suffice. The state government regulators, on orders from their political
bosses, were willing to oblige. Still, labour regulations required that scheduled
output not be stopped, so production was shifted to a new site where subcontracting was used to lower costs. But since there were still more than 100
salaried workers in the unit-the minimwn required for the no-closure proyisions
to apply-HLL offered workers VRS packages, 85 ofwhom accepted, fearing
that waiting might get them nothing, given the state government's clearly promanagement stance. This plli>hed the workforce well below 100, freeing the
firm from the shackles ofindia's officially tough, but unofficially malleable,
labour-relations regime. 72
Given such de facto labour reform, it is perhaps no surprise that the World
Ban\(s Country Economic Memorandum for 1996 and irs Country Smdy for
1997 made less noise than usual about the need to reform labour legislation. In
September 1996, a western diplomat remarked that foreign investors visiting
India no longer considered labour-market reform a top-priority issue.73 The
government's sins of omission had. for the time being. begun to produce the
intended results by other means.

THE MIRROR IMAGE:
CONTINUITY MASQUERADING AS CHANGE
The types of skills that support the tactics oudined above have been practised
by ruling parties in India from across the ideological spectrum. But the task of
managing the politics of economic reform was (and is) considerably more
difficult for those non-Congress governments, at the centre and in the states,
which campaigned on an anti-liberalization platform. They must effect new
reforms while simultaneolli>ly undenaking effons to undo some of the reforms
introduced under Congress rule, or at least appear to be doing so. In this sense,
they must cloak continuity (with earlier lib~ralizing policies) in the garb of
change (,reverting to illiberal policies).

Policy Decoys and Political Camouflage
One way that such governments reduce their vulnerability to charges of betrayal by their supporters is by pursuing 'decoy' policy measures which can be
portrayed as evidence of their commitment to resisting reform. These help to
make (he overall thrust of policy reform more ambiguous. The cancellation of
the Enron power project by Maharashtra's incoming Shiv Sena-BJP government
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in 1995 is a good example of a high-profile symbolic issue which arguably
helped to distract attention from the many liberalizing steps taken by its
ministers.74
While such decoys are Useful, some policies require additional political
camouflage. In Maharashtra, one of the most controversial concerned land
reform. The preceding Congress government under Sharad Pawar had pushed
through an amendment to existing legislation to raise the ceiling on individual
holdings, and relax norms on the transfer of agricultural land to corporations.
~ile .it is in no party's political interest to press too hard for the repeal of
legtslatlon prohibiting the sale of agricultural lands to corporations, the Shiv
Sena-BJP government in Maharashtra nevertheless wanted to pursue this
option. Again demonstrating the federal learning effect, it stole a page from the
playbook ofirs Congresscounterpan in Madhya Pradesh, which had found
creative ways of facilitating corporate farming without subjecting itself to the
bruising political battle that would have accompanied an attempt to amend
existing legislation. In June 1995, the Madhya Pradesh government, on an ad
hoc basis, began awarding exemptions from the land-ceiling laws for contract
farming and agro-development projects. 75 In the process it found a new role for
a troubled public-sector firm, using the Madhya Pradesh Stare Agro-Industrial
Corporation, which owns vast tracts of land, as a joint-venture partner for
private-sector investors.
"While continuing its public denunciations of the Pawar government's landreform .amendments, which had yet to become law because they were still
awaiting the assent of the President of India, the Maharashtra government
proceeded in the same way that Pawar had, by acting quietly to circumvent the
existing legislation. It even went a step further than Madhya Pradesh's government, allowing individual company directors to buy plots within the landceiling limits. The plots were then sold to individual investors. such that no
individual held more than the law allowed. Maxworrh Orchards (India) Ltd.
used this method for developing 15,000 acres ofland. The land is owned by
individuals, but managed by the company. Both states were thus able to skin
the spirit of the law, and avoid opening themselves up to damaging public
debates over the propriety of corporate farming. 'Selling' me benefits of this
type of reform to the rural electorate is not considered smart politics,?6
Part of the skill in performing this delicate balancing act comes from choosing issues that can be portrayed as evidence of a commitment to economic
nationalism but will not unduly constrain future policy choice. During the last
year of the N arasimha Rao government, the commerce and finance ministries
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studied the feasibility of introducing more stringent 'local content' regulations

The Impure Motivations of Opposition Politics

for manufactured products-rules which would require specific product sectors to contain a stipulated percentage oflocally produced parts. One reason

A decided lack of transparency was also integral to the means by which the Shiv
Sena-BJP government in ~aharashtra went about systematically undermining

why this particular policy appealed to astute political managers was that it
would have had little impactn It was designed as window-dressing. In the

the sugar cooperative sector. This refers primarily to a reversal of one of the
means-ends relationships stressed in the first part of this chapter. Instead of
using decidedly untransparent tactics ofindmidation to threaten groups into
supporting liberalization, the Shiv Sena-BJP government has used the lan-

automotive industry, the targeted sector, a marked move in the direction of
increased local content was already being propelled by economic exigencies.

The decline of the rupee's value against the dollar (down by more than 16 per
cent between mid-1995 anel early 1996) had inclined many joint ventutes to
increase the indigenous content of their assembled products as a way of reducing production costs. OeM Daewoo Motors Ltd., for instance, was pressing
towards total in-house production. It hoped to have 90 per'cent of its compo-

nents (in value terms) produced locally by 1997-8."
Such politically low-cost 'indigenization' strategies were followed by both

guage ofliberalization to justify regulatory changes thatit hopes will threaten a
substantial segment of this Congress party bastion into joining its ranks. The
key element in this still-unfolding plan is the government's standing threat to
formalize a phenomenon that Sharad Pawar had merely, on occasion, turned a
blind eye to--allowing sugat-:-cane farmers to sell their cane to cooperatives other
than those of which they are members. The government claims that such a
move would be consistent with the notion of fostering a free market that would

United Front and BJP economic strategists) allowing both governments to
make good on their economic nationalist rhetoric without taking difficult
decisions. This is in the tradition of the Narasimha Rao government, which
preferred to introduce reform measures by stealth rather than trumpet them
loudly. In fact, it is the mirror image: the tactic is to accentuate fairly insignificant
areas of governmencal resistance to the neo-liberal agenda, even as market forces
are heading inexorably in the same direction. It is wrapping the logical culmination of existing economic trends in the garb of deliberate policy change.
The objective ofsuch manoeuvres is to find policy solutions with an optimal
political cost-benefit ratio, which, given the complexity of the constraints facing
India's reformers, is not an easy task. Proponents of the local-content strategy, for
instance, had to calculate whether the rupee's slow decline against other major

benefit farmers. It also, of coutse, knows that it would mean the death of many

currencies was likely to continue. They were swayed by the fact that gradual
slippage suits increasingly powerful economic lobbies: a cheap rupee means that

cially when most people regard the Shiv Sena-BJP offers of favouritism as little

exporters will find their products easier to sell in foreign markets, while firms
producing for the local market will find greater protection from competing
imports, provided they are not [00 rdiant on imported production inputs.
Moreover: all this can be done without antagonizing the multilateral lending
institutions, since it implies neither an explicit subsidy to exporters (a major
drain on the budget in the pre-reform days) nor higher direct tariff barriers
against foreign imports. These kinds of creative (and undeniably sly) solutions
to the pOlitical difficulties associated with implementing economic liberalization
are a speciality ofIndia's politicians.

cooperatives.
The threat to implement this proposal is combined with clandestine offers of
financial support,79 as well as protection from various environmental regulations
and corruption investigations. for groups that lend backing to the ruling-party
alliance. A prominent Congress MP from the sugar belt calls this strategy 'a

classic carrot and stick approach. The [Shiv Sena-BJPl combine is trying to woo
the belt with tickets [that is, party nominations for local. state, and national
elections], licences, 'seed capital and, of course. punitive action.'80 The Shiv
Sena-BJP government's hand is strengthened in pursuing this strategy by the

lack of sympathy for the sugar sector among the Maharashtra electorate at large.
Moreover, Congress indignation at the government's tactics rings hollow. espemore than an extension of what Congress state governments have done for
decades. A5 for the intimidation, we have seen that Sharad Pawar played that

game, as did one of his predecessors. As chief minister in the mid-1980s, S.B.
Chavan, who did not emerge into politics through the sugar-cooperative route,
attempted to counter his rivals in the party by clamping down on corruption
and irregularities in cooperative elections. Because he operated from within th.e

Congress Parry, Chavan's efforts were fairly easily thwaned."
The logic of democratic competition has unleashed a more capable enemy in
the form of the Shiv Sena-BJP government. It has, moreover, been able to cloak
its political intentions in the guise of promoting economic efficiency. While

1
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some of its other taccicswould not find a place in a World Bank manual on good
government, the Manohar Joshi administration's attack on one of the main
strongholds of its political enemies is, as a secondary effect, helping to introduce
a greater degree of market orientation. This is certainly true in the case of the
cooperative banking sector in Maharashtra. 82 J ayaprakash Mundada, minister
for cooperatives, cited market-friendly motivations, rather than political selfintere.'i:r, for rhe government's decision to split the state's Congress-dominated
cooperative banking system by creating a state-level urban cooperative bank free
from the predations of the rural banks:
We have only tried to bring about some competition which is borh necessary and
healthy. It will help streamline the functioning of the MSCB [Maharashrra State
Cooperative Bank]. After the urban co-operatives' apex bank began to function, the
MSCB hiked its interest rates on deposits from 12 to 15 per cent. 83
Similar motivations underlie the Shiv Sena-BJP government's efforts to replace
the Bombay Industrial Relations Act of 1948. The Maharashtra Harmonious
Labour and Industrial Relations Bill is designed. primarily to undermine the
hegemony of the Congress-affiliated Rashtriya Mill Mauloor Sangh in the
textile industry, and to replace it with BJP and Shiv Sena unions.8o!

Economic Reform, Identity Politics, and political Discontent
A political system's capacity to cope with issues which are not, strictly speaking,
related to the politics ofeconomic reform can nevertheless have a decisive impact
on the political sustainability of adjustment programmes. A potent combination of economic dislocation and the assertion ofidentity politics, for instance,
has the potential to disrupt political and economic life in any socially or
ethnically heterogeneous state. As one commemator remarked, while 'China's
super-charged economic growth and the spread of modern commercial communication and transportation links are widely supposed to be further integrating
the country ... this dynamism has the potential to fuel ethnic and linguistic
divisions' .85 As uneven capitalist development intensifies, the Chinese
governm<;nt's capacity to promote a 'unified multinational state' through official
programmes aimed at fostering the economic development of its 55 'minority
nationalities' -those not from the majority Han group--has come under severe
strain. 86 Moreover, the burgeoning of cultural identity among different subsections. within the Han grouping, which accounts for 91 per cent of the
population, has at least part of its roots in the growth of voluntary associations
that have arisen alongside private-sector initiative. 87
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A useful way to conceptualize the interaction between reform-related and
identity-based politics is to assume that every government has its breaking
point-as variable, uncertain, and self-defined as it may be. If this is true, then
we cannot assume a clear 'division between reform-related strains and those
stemming from other political pressures. This is not to say that the pressure
emanating from different issues-such as economic reform and identity politics--can be plugged into a simple formula in which the reform-related stresses
are added to identity-issu~ strains to arrive at a political-pressure quotient. In
some cases, the salience ofone type of issue diverts attention from the other. The
destruction of a sixteenth-century mosque in December 1992 by Hindu
nationalist extremists in the north Indian town ofAyodhya certainly stole some
of the limelight from less dramatic reform-related events of that period, like
changes to import-export regulations. But the 'distract-and-reform' process does
.not alWays unfold so neatly, and it is certainly not always a conscious strategy.
Even the Ayodhya incident subsequently entered into the government's calculations of what new reform measures were possible. Referring to a failure to
reduce the government's food-subsidy bill in 1993-4, the finance minister
alluded to this issue:
There were extraordinary circumstances. Last year our country's energies had ro be
devoted to the more important issues, which came in the wake of Ayodhya, to see
that this country's cohesion is nor destroyed by the divisive forces which suddenly
appeared much stronger than they later turned out to be. If we had let a cae loose
among the pigeons in that atmosphere, it could have been misused by our opponents
ro strengthen themselves. 1 think there were valid political reasons, therefore, for
raising procurement prices while a decision on issue prices was deferred. 88
What is necessary is to avoid overload of the type that would undermine a
government's willingness to gamble on its ability to contain the political disruption that might accompany further reform. this, in turn, requires an ability to
assess when identity issues are additive (requiring a resort to stealthy means),
divertive (furnishing an opportunity for major new reforms), or potentially
overlapping (making them susceptible to an attempt at integration).
Indeed) the substantive divide between identity politics and economic
reform is not alway.; so great. The identification of many caste groups with
traditional occupations provides a potent focal point for projecting resistance to
reform. This is true among small traders, who often use caste associations to
organize lobbying efforts and general strikes to protest aga.;,nst increases in sales
tax. The large percentage oflandless labourers who come from the 'scheduled',
or ex-untouchable castes is another example of the power of social identity to
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infect the political struggles that emanate from changes in economic policy. As
one analyst ofthe political fuIlout of the 1994-5 budget observed, '[p]olitieal
workers realize that it will be easier to convince a Harijan [scheduled caste] or a
tribal about his own economic disabilities as a [low-caste] chamar rather than as
an agricultural worker. '89 Since Indian politicians generally conceive of dectorares as mosaics ofcaste and community 'vote banks', this linkage between social
and economic identity is a source of much worry.
An example ofhow these factors affect the politieal management of economic
reform is me issue of'reserntions' in government employment for members of
'backward castes' . There is great concern among political representatives from
these communities that the shrinkage of the state associated with liberalization

will marginalize reservation policy as a tool of political mobilization. Some even
suspect that one of the motivations behind the privatization of the economy is
the desire among more privileged castes to remove decision-making from the

public 'politieal' realm at precisdy the moment when backward castes have
begun to assume un preced.ented state power.90 In the two years prior to the
initiation of the current programme of economic reform in 1991, India's two

most populous states, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, dected governments headed by
backwatd caste chief ministers heading explicitly backward-caste-oriented patties. 91 In 1990 and 1991, the country had witnessed a serious backlash from
upper-caste activists against the v.P. Singh government's attempts to broaden"
the scope of reservations for lower castes, the first substantial attempt to make
this an issue of national scope.
Because of this deep suspicion among backward-caste political leaders,

Indian tdOrmers have been forced to guard against the possibility that 'reservation
agitations' will be transformed into emotionally charged political movements
against economic reform. Finance Minister Manmohan Singh told the annual
session of the Confederation of Indian Industry that the process of reforms

could be affected by the apprehension of the scheduled castes and tribes that
their opportunities will shrink as the public sector diminishes, stating that' [Uf
this thought acquires momentum, it will hurt the process of reforms.'n

Appealing to a shared sense of regional identity in order to justifY politically
difficult policy reversals has proved to be an effective tactic in other states as well.
Rajasthan chief minister Bhairon Singh Shekhawat couches his government's
embf\tce of market-oriented policies in terms of defending the state's people
from nefarious forces outside the borders of Rajaschan. The New Mineral Policy
of 1994, for instance, was required because 'the centre had left the states to fend
for themselyes: 9J In addition, the Government of India's failure during the

years of central planning tJ hdp set up industries in Rajasthan had made it an
unattractive prospect for private investors as well. As a result, Rajasthan's 'indigenouS entrepreneurs'-the Marwari community, members of which head
some ofIndia's best~known industrial houses-were forced to leave their 'home-

land'. This has undermined the 'integrity and self-teliance of Rajasthan's culture', according to Shekhawat. Helping them to 'come home to Rajasthan' was

how Shekhawat described his efforts at liberalization. This, he argued, was just
one part of his larget effort to rebuild the people's ptide in Rajasthan." To
understand the associations of regional pride in Rajasthan's current political
climate, one must take into account the Rajasthan BJP's strategy of mobilizing
religious identity around a regionalized form of Hindu nationalism, one which

holds a special place fOr Rajasthan in the national Hindu reawakening and tends
to emphasize the politieal dominance of the Rajput caste." Regionalism, Rajput
revivalism, and Hindu nationalism have becom~ very closely intertwined. In
such a climate, efforts to justifY support fOr liberal economic reform with claims
of restoring, Rajasthani pride and the integrity of its indigenous culture-an
appeal to regional identity-tap into a stream of associations that includes issues
of rdigion- and caste-based mobilization. It deflects political criticism by, in
Nandy's terms, 'showing dissent to be a part of orthodoxy'.
Pushing through reform measures involves a broad range of underhanded
tactics, only a small sampling ofwhich have been outlined in this chapter. It is
important to emphasize that many of these would not be out of place in a
western democracy. For instance, in April 1995, in an effort to rally votes to
defeat an opposition-sponsored budget-rdated. motion) which would have
amounted to a vote of no confidence, Congress Party managers reminded 6rsttime MPs who might be flirting with dissidence that they would lose their
pensions if the government failed to complete four years in office. 96 The
variations on this theme are alrriost endless. In the same month, it was revealed
that, 'in a notable instance of lack of transparency', the Foreign Investment
Promotion Board (FIPB) allowed Indian firms to circumvent a law which
" prevents royalty payments to multinational firms by permitting them to pay
American and British whoUy-owned subsidiaries" what it termed an 'R&D
access fee' .97 The FIPB also signed agreements with twO American firms for me
extraction of methane gas from coal beds, though the government had not
previously published guidelines or announced. its intention to attract foreign
investment in this sector. 98 In April 1994, representatives of service industries
were outraged by the finance minister's authorization of an unpublicized
circular by the Central Board of Direct Taxes which brought them into the tax
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net for the first time. When contacted by reporters for comments on this 'quiet'
move, many service industry companies had not even heard of the circular.
Those that had were amazed at the flouting of' recognized norms of consultation',
particularly as they had been involved in the pre- and post-budget discussions
with the finance minister.
Most studies ofdemocratic governance capacity; especially those preoccupied
with me contrasts between nevv democracies and their authoritarian predecessors,
fail to recognize the vital importance of these types of tactics in allowing
adjustment to become politically 'consolidated' :The architects of the goodgovernment agenda have instead advanced a vague, sanitized, and ultimately
unconvincing version of how transparency (implicitly equated with formal
democracy) will assist reformers by facilitating the 'selling' of reform to a vibrant,
'well-organized civil society. The sort of manipulative and obfuscatory tactics
employed regularly in the implementation of reform are, however, a much truer
representation ofthe political reality in India. Above all, they are an integral part
of the democratic political process wherever liberal democracy is practised
successfully, whether in the developed or developing world.
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